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An exhibition affords the dual opportunities for celebration and reflection. Design Life (Bali 2009)
celebrates the accomplishments of 30 alumni from the School of Architecture and Design at RMIT
University in Melbourne. The contributors have been invited to stand back for a moment to view their
individual practices through analytical lenses; collectively we can reflect upon the contributions that
our international students have made to the School’s programs and culture, and continue to make as
graduates in their respective original or adopted homelands.
Much of the current discourse in the School is evident in the work of these graduates. Research is
consistently conducted through design even in the most prolific and commercially successful of these
practices. Whilst RMIT students test international ideas in the local laboratory of Melbourne, we see
these laboratories expanded in the work of our graduates in Bali, for instance, to include traditional
artisan techniques with a contemporary aesthetic in the work of Cush.Cush and in the richly crafted
references and connections in Richard Hassell of Woha’s design for Allila Villas.
The projects reflect the multi-disciplinary nature of our School which includes the programs of Fashion
Design, Landscape Architecture, Interior Design, Industrial Design and Architecture. But much of this
work stretches and crosses these disciplinary boundaries to include cooking (Soewondo), oceanography (Cilento), jewellery (Suwita and Kesic), art (Siriat), interior designers working in fashion (McRae),
while practitioners in all design disciplines continue to try to design the perfect chair.

bali 2009

design life
exhibition + symposium

The work appears entrepreneurial and not averse to taking risks. This perhaps can be explained by
the educational experience of these graduates that has taught them to deal with life as well as the
academic aspects of their studies during their time in Melbourne.
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Theirs was not a conventional route from local training into established design firms in their home
cities and villages. They have been, and continue to be, flexible in adapting to changing environments
and inventing career paths by starting their own practices, teaching, working further abroad, and
undertaking leading design and management roles if they choose to work for major firms.
The student profile at RMIT has changed dramatically over the past 20 years and has enriched our
programs from being Melbourne-centric to having the strong international focus that we see in this
work. RMIT promises a global passport to its students, and the evidence is here. One can see the
exciting implications of growing networks of like-minded practitioners in complimentary disciplines
across Asia. We trust that the dialogue that is afforded in the work and the exhibition is only the
beginning of pan-Asian affiliations that will see RMIT graduates well-positioned in the future of their
region.
This exhibition and accompanying symposium at the Design Life RMIT alumni reunion is a welcome
opportunity for RMIT to give back. It provides us a means to participate in the continuing education of
our graduates through the dissemination of their design work and the opportunity to recharge and
refresh in the company of like-minded peers. Curating implies a duty of pastoral care – a role well
suited to the academy. This marks the beginning of what will become a continuing tradition.

school of architecture + design

sand helsel +
andrea mina
directors international

Design Life (Bali 2009) Exhibition at Gaya Gallery, 4-6 December 2009, Ubud, Bali, Indonesia. Curated by Sand Helsel, Ross
McLeod, Andrea Mina. Exhibition and catalogue design: Ross McLeod assisted by Yi-Zhen Kueh and Youson Kim. Thanks to
Jindee Chua and Suriawati Qiu.
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At WOHA we try and make many connections with our architecture. Our design for Alila Villas
Uluwatu refers to many, many things, from Bali, from Uluwatu, from our professional and
personal histories and experiences.
The horizontality refers to the big sky and huge horizon of the Bukit Cliff. The stepped levels
refer to the local farmer’s rocky terraced fields. The staircases up the hill refer to the dramatic
climb of Besakih temple. The stonework reflects our observation on the similarity between
local Balinese stonework and brickwork elaboration and the work of Carlo Scarpa. The beige
and black palette refers to the early modern Balinese artwork in black ink on faded yellowed
paper. The thin metal columns, with subtracted volumes, holding up a rocky roof refers to the
traditional design of thin wooden Balinese columns supporting visually massive thatched roofs.
The villa planning explores a mediation between Balinese compounds and the spatial
proposals of Mies Van de Rohe’s courtyard houses..and so on...and yet we want these
references to be only a generator of a unique architectural palette that avoids cliche, and also
has its own internal logic, consistency and delight, so that whoever visits it, can feel peaceful
with their own set of references.

WOHA is a design practice focused on the built environment. WOHA’s philosophy is to explore the intersections of culture,
context, history, nature, climate, sustainability and social behaviour to inform innovative design. Formed in 1994 by Singaporean
Wong Mun Summ and Australian Richard Hassell, the practice is based on the model of the creative industries, rather than
traditional construction services. With a mix of designers from diverse backgrounds, WOHA explores integrated design for the
built environment, moving between masterplanning, architectural, landscape, interior and lighting and furniture design.

master of architecture 2002

richard hassell
singapore

Requiem of a Dream
‘Requiem’ is a design exploration and critique on displacement of historical buildings by
commercial development in Melbourne. This speculative scheme in Chinatown seeks to
externalize and develop historical narratives to enrich the precinct, depicting its history and
heritage dilution in a novel way. Closer examination of Chinatown reveals phantom wall outlines
where buildings once stood, exposed service doors on building facades and buried laneways.
Subtly noticeable to pedestrians, they identify an early manner of life. The dialogue between
contemporary and nostalgic invokes the question of designing with sensitivity to our historical
roots, something we should reflect on in place-making our city.
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251109
melbourne, australia

251109 is a collective think tank by three individuals, Hly Os, Louis Wong, and Charles Dewanto. It started as a discussion which
explored the potential diversities and relationships between the issues of semantics, pragmatics and syntax within the generation of architecture. It was concluded that between each of these cores lies an opportunity for a dialogue between parameter
and abstraction. The three showcased projects propagate investigations into architectural and urban issues, both formal and
informal, ranging from aesthetics to politics, film to spatiality, culture to function, capturing the diverse interest which is the
essence of our architectural philosophy.

The project responded to the natural terrain, six different designs were conceived to suit their
localities. Four of the designs have entrances and living spaces at road level. Two other three
storey variants position the living spaces one storey above entry level. The lowest level form
the utilitarian garage and stores. Themed throughout all types are entry courts providing a
transition zone of ‘expectations’ before entering the bungalows. Flowing water elements and
texture surfaces at play with direct and diffuse light are featured within the courts, arousing the
senses. This embracing of sensory experience with materials and natural elements is reflected
throughout the bungalows.
The outdoor space is conceived as an extension of the living spaces inside. The layout has been
juxtaposed to allow the spatial flow of internal to external areas. Folding sliding doors form
the boundaries between the internal spaces and deep verandahs. When the doors are fully
open, external and internal spaces are merged as one. The layout induces cross-ventilation that
constantly channels refreshing breezes to all corners of the room and this enticing picture is
complete with plunge pools, water features and lush landscaping.

architecture 1999

alex lye

singapore
SAA Architects offer design and consultancy services in a broad range of building projects that include commercial, institutional,
residential, transportation, sports and recreation and master planning. The divergence of conditions and solutions requires
architectural design solutions which are varied. These solutions need constant innovation and improvisation through an upgrading of attitudes and techniques. At SAA the quest for architectural solutions that are pragmatic and relevant and importantly, to
stand the test of time, is never ending.

The alvinT brand is dedicated to reviving the Indonesian design industry and communicate
Indonesia’s distinctive design character and high quality materials and craftsmanship, both
locally and to the rest of the world. With Indonesia enriched with a unique culture in history
and art, alvinT is inspired by the traditional techniques and how inimitable innovation can be
formed in the modern approach. Today the alvinT portfolio consists of a variation of products
ranging from furniture and lighting where each design is evidently distinct and represents a
glimpse of Indonesia’s culture through the modern eyes.
In this time where people seek for individualism and exclusivity, Linger is designed to bring
people together; it’s nature is to attract and to be experienced. A medium for people to gather
and socialize, Linger is made only by human hands as opposed to machines, using natural
rattan that comes from nature instead of a man-made. Linger is an escapade of nature’s beauty
harnessed by modernity.

industrial design 2004

Alvin Tjitrowirjo
jakarta, indonesia

Alvin Tjitrowirjo’s completed Industrial Design at RMIT in 2004. His design vision was strengthened after completing an
internship with international designer Marcel Wanders, where the most important aspect that was grasped was how to
create an image-character of one’s self to the eyes of the world. Since then the AlvinT brand has been exhibited in
international exhibitions such as Salone satelitte Milan 2005, Launch Pad Melbourne 2006, Shanghai 2006, Talents
Ambiente Frankfurt 2008, Planet Mueble Paris 2009, and most recently at Grand Indonesia, as part of Jakarta Architecture
Triennale 2009.

Possessing the dual skills of Interior Designer and Architect has led me to work on projects
that require an integrated interior and external solution with attention to detail. My project
experience has varied from design through to site supervision, each offering a different
aspect to building. The type of architecture has also varied from small scale architecture in
Melbourne to skyscrapers in Dubai and Royal palaces in Qatar.
Regardless of architectural type or project role I always have a strong focus on scale, materiality
and end-user. I have had the pleasure of working with various nationalities and have adapted
to different styles of design and delivery. I endeavour in each design proposal to integrate my
experiences of working, living and travelling abroad, taking from one culture and offering to
another.
The role of site architect on the renovation of the Royal Palaces Doha, Qatar provided an insight
into traditional Arabic architecture and the consideration of Islamic culture in the design of
spaces. The use of mashrabea screens with enticing geometric patterns, elaborate materials
and quality craftsmanship makes this a unique regional based project.

Annelise Tiller graduated from Interior Design at RMIT in 2002 and was awarded employment by Melbourne City Council Design
& Culture for her Interior Design thesis on Sandridge Bridge. She worked for Williams Boag Architects for a number of years
while lecturing part-time in Interior Design at RMIT and completed her Architecture studies in 2005. Since then she has worked
for Lab Architects, Kann Finch in Dubai ,under the direction of Bob Nation, and is currently working for GHD in Doha, Qatar.
She is a Victorian Registered Architect and an RAIA International Committee member.

interior design 2002
architecture 2005

annelise tiller
doha, qatar

Merz Design practice covers a wide spectrum of interior projects that range from commercial,
residential, recreational, retail, academic and hospitality design. The firm aims to provide
prompt service with close attention to design standards, quality, cost control and project
schedule to our clients, despite small or large scale project, all implemented with a high
emphasis of professionalism.
The projects include:
E. Funkhouser in Kowloon, a cosmetics brand name from New York, the shop was designed in
a contemporary white & silver to enhance a modern and clean feeling; Loewe Galerie (IFC) in
Hong Kong, a brand name from Germany, providing advanced & luxury televisions with unique
designs, its flagship in Hong Kong revealed its status on the international market; A number of
stores for AV Life in Hong Kong, a local television retailer; YCY Office in Hong Kong, a reception
area decorated with contemporary materials like raw cement, glass, stainless steel and tinted
wooden paneling; Power Plate in Hong Kong, an international brand name well-known for its
scientific & high-tech exercising machines.

interior design 1996

brian tang
hong kong

Brian Tang founded Merz Design & Associates Limited in 1997 with two other interior designers. The three partners had
graduated from universities in Australia, UK and USA. and combined their different experiences and approaches to address the
commercial worlds of Hong Kong & Shanghai. The firm won an ‘Excellence Award’ of HKDA for the project ‘Yuwoo Candy Shop’
in 2000.

Menara IJM is part of the Jelutong Expressway Project, a waterfront city development by IJM
in Penang. The brief required a sixteen storey office block which will provide state of the art
corporate office space for both local and multinational companies. The design brief involved
resolving the strategic space planning, form and building elements while achieving natural
ventilation, lighting and shading while taking advantage of views towards the sea.
In reconciling the issues of natural ventilation and lighting the design strategically located the
car park block, toilets, lift core and lift lobbies respectively to form several layers of buffer zones
against the hot western sun in order to shield the habitable spaces. These spaces were defined
by a series of fin walls which are also structural, their shape and configuration and height is
intended to provide further shading and natural cooling. The lift lobbies are naturally cooled by
directing prevailing breezes through the fin walls to achieve cross ventilation.
A Bris-Soleil, created through the one and a half metre protruding reinforced concrete slabs,
acts in conjunction with low horizontal walls to provide shading from the eastern sun. The slabs
also double as maintenance access for external window cleaning. A canopy roof top shades the
spaces below and provides cover for usage as an exhibition space while the rooftop reflective
pool provides cooling and lowers the ambient temperature.
Edmond Khoo Boo Hean is a Design Architect for Arkitek LLA Sdn Bhd, Penang. Established in 1983, Arkitek LLA has
distinguished itself through numerous projects involving architecture, urban design, planning, conservation, interior design
& landscape design covering assignments in every aspect - residential, commercial, recreational & industrial. The firm, with
offices in Penang and Kuala Lumpur, has built up an impressive reputation, garnering numerous design awards.
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edmond khoo
penang, malaysia

The project explored the material properties of bamboo, its use in traditional construction
techniques and its potential as a laminated material that can be used as an alternative to
scarce timber resources in the production of furniture. Beyond the physical reinterpretation
of the material, the project established an approach to contemporary design which maintains
a cultural identity that is particular to Indonesia while addressing the needs and desires
of the global market in furniture design. To this end the research explored the concept of
‘cultural hybridization’. These issues were synthesised through the development of a number
of contemporary furniture designs that employed bamboo as a laminated material in
innovative ways.
Through the consideration of western woodworking techniques with traditional Javanese
culture and traditional artisans’ skills, the project exposed the potentials within the bridging of
cultures, technologies and skills through the act of design and offered a new perspective on the
conception of furniture design which uses traditional Javanese culture and skills in combination
with modern ideas to create products which fulfil contemporary lifestyle needs.

master of design 2009

erika
kusumawardhani
surakarta, central java

The RMIT Masters by Project was undertaken from my position as an Interior Design lecturer at Sebelas Maret University,
Surakarta, Central Java. In this position I see my role as one which is vested with the responsibility of researching, developing
and teaching ways of how designers may work in Indonesia. This project used the knowledge gained from a western education
system and its modern technology to develop a case study for the collaboration between Indonesian designers and traditional
artisans in applying traditional materials and craft skills in the production of contemporary furniture for urban needs and global
markets.

We strive for simplicity and directness in our design process in order to make our design
intentions and concepts easily understood and accepted by Chinese clients and the
general public. While respecting clients’ cultural preferences, we employ simple
architectural tricks such as playing with scale, repetition, everyday objects, local materials
and colours in solving design issues. Instead of treating them as separate projects we think
of the work as a process, an idea or a belief appropriate to local culture. All projects in
China are done with extreme limitation on budget and time but we are able to maintain our
playfulness and sense of humour while rushing to get them built. Apart from competition
entries, all work shown here are either under-construction or near completion.

architecture 2000

henfry marvin
Back in 2002, friends of mine founded Hangzhou Jian Yuan Architects and Engineers in China. It was a small architectural
firm consisting of draftsman and engineers doing mainly residential buildings. As many large overseas architectural firms
entered China, they were struggling to compete for projects and felt the need to run the office differently by being more
design-oriented. A design job opportunity was offered to me because of my ‘foreign’ background and RMIT Architecture
degree qualification. I joined the firm as an Associate Director who was supposed to take good care of all design work for
them. Now, the firm is expanding rapidly with projects ranging from urban planning and landscaping to designing a ten
square metre public toilet.

hangzhou, china

In the Covenant Evangelical Free Church (CEFC ) we thought that the church had to play its
part as an urban landmark in the landscape, expressing its role as a spiritual beacon and
guiding force to the lives of the Christian community around it. The element of Light has
always been the raw material of architectural expression. In religious architecture it is also
associated with the idea of purity and sacredness. We sought to create a building that not only
let light enter in, but a church that emits light. The strategically placement of the stained glass
walls topped with an illuminated cross projects the presence of the church into the distance.
Conversely the location of the grand foyer draws the view of the neighbourhood greens into the
church, a borrowed landscape view.
We worked with the metaphor of folding hands, the left hand folds slightly inward to create a
recess at the grand foyer entrance, working with its opposite hand to delineate a superhuman
scale entrance portico. In doing so we have denoted the sacredness and importance of the
grand entrance purely space and form. Without utilising any religious or symbolic imagery, this
is a modern abstraction of the repetitive entrance arches found in European gothic churches.
This gesture is once again repeated in the entrance to the sanctuary, a subtle reminder of the
presence of God to those passing through.
LAUD Architects combines the latest design methodologies with pragmatic experience in proposing and realizing a wide range
of projects including religious and institutional buildings, condominiums, shopping/office complexes, hotels and industrial
buildings. The LAUD Team constantly seeks to push the boundaries of contemporary design; exploring both architectural and
related disciplines to find new and innovative design solutions. Amidst these pursuits, emphasis is firmly placed upon the
appropriate and creative use of technologies, materials, space and forms that run beyond fulfilling the client’s brief, creating
an architecture that engages the senses and heightens the awareness of space, yet never losing sight of basic functional
requirements. At LAUD, great emphasis is placed on the spirit of teamwork as we encourage the flow of ideas and opinions
from clients and fellow consultants throughout the entire design and construction process.
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ho tzu yin
singapore

Indrie Suwita design work ranges from furniture and lighting to jewellery and accessories.
She seeks to create contemporary crafted pieces that are unique, playful and fun. The Urchin
seating objects draws its inspiration from the study of the tiny sea creatures that inhabit the
rock ledges and reefs of the oceans. The piece was conceived as a collection of individual
upholstered foam elements that are clustered together to form a round globule formation.
ts unique shape invites people to play and interact with it rather than just sit on it. The pieces
flexibility allows for many different sitting positions and levels of comfort. The urchin has the
aesthetic of a sculptural art piece that challenges our notions of furniture and its relationship
to our surroundings and lifestyle.

industrial design 2007

indrie suwita
indonesia
Indrie Yanty Suwita completed her undergraduate studies in Industrial Design at RMIT in 2007 and was invited by Kjell Grant,
head of the Melbourne Movement to exhibit her furniture pieces in the Salone Satelitte, at the Milan Furniture Fair in 2008.
Currently she is working in one of leading signage and brand implementation companies in Melbourne. Her dream job is to
work as merchandise designer for theme parks.

Goed Bezig Producties designs and constructs environments for a wide range of clients and
circumstances, from stands for trade fairs, DJ Booths or festivals, sets for television productions
and on to mobile showrooms. The work is always challenging and requires a full service to our
clients. We meet and discuss the aims of the project, we design and cost the project, including
the transport and building on location. All our projects are of a temporary nature and need to
be modular for transport.
The promotion for Adidas was intended for the marketing of new soccer boots. The vehicle
situates itself by playing fields, for players to sample boots during training sessions. It toured all
over Holland. The space acted as a fitting showroom/gallery for the product and was designed
to be promptly packed up in the back of the van.
The DJ Booth was made and designed for a position at Dance valley, a huge open air Dance
Party in Holland. This speaker box tower had a telescopic function, by use of a scissor lift inside
the structure. The lower box measures three meters high and at the highest point the tower
measures ten meters above the ground. Made from timber and plywood panels, it weighed
over nine hundred kilograms .The client, Smirnoff, had a private dance floor built around it.
We worked together with a company called Natwerk to realise this concept for the client.
Goed Bezig Producties is a set design and building company for stage and screen which a colleague and I set up three years ago.
The company is situated in a huge old warehouse in the east of Amsterdam. We have been offered contracts to design and build
on a diverse range of projects and since moving into new premises we now have a space that can be a showroom in which to
present the finished built product to our clients. Our market is broad, and our business is as much about problem solving as it is
in concept generation.

interior design 2000

jamie sutherland
amsterdam, netherlands

INSITU is an ongoing project that oscillates between drawing out of and into a site. Its premise
is intuitive: our whole is greater than the sum of places; places we have found and have yet to
find; places which are parts of our awareness, our identity; our personal truth for whom we
search for. In some way, INSITU identifies with the archaeological agenda of discovering bits
and pieces to complete an awaiting corpus. Here, a team of artists who physically survey a
site would later put together an assemblage, inevitably not of the site but of their offering as
informed and framed by the site.
Each installment of INSITU involves a site, a team and a celebration; meaning it is a project
that uses the metaphor of the site to exhibit an exuberant and highly personal vision, albeit
a collective one, in the artist’s works as presented in each publication; meaning this is not to
be mistaken for a documentary. There is no conflict here between artists rigorously tugging
at every thread of life upon a chosen location, aggregating its facts and its fictions, with every
installment’s highly idiosyncratic outcome.
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insitu

suriawati qiu + jindee chua

The Process of (Un)learning
After seven years being based in Bali exploring materials, textures, techniques and crafts, and focusing on work for our design
studio and workshop, we were ready to look to Bali again, and start the process of learning and getting to know Bali all over
again. For us, the process of learning is an everyday adventure, as well as a great indulgence, one that is both driven by our love
for design, as well as the passion to experience something new, something that can touch us and add meaning to our being.
Bali has been very successful in re-making itself. Throughout the decades, designers from all over the world come to Bali to get
inspired and create their version of Bali. We have visited countless resorts, villas, restaurants and bars which are inspired by the
Balinese lifestyle, architecture, culture and the people of Bali. We are now ‘looking back’ in time, to the Bali AGA – The ‘Original’
Bali… and our learning starts from here.

denpasar, bali

The studio’s interest lies in the psychological and sociological aspects of design and the
uncovering of fascinating cultural behavior. The images shown represent a range of the
collaborative works produced since the studio’s founding. The works vary in function and
program, yet there is a similar set of concerns and visual language that is common to them
all. Presented in this way the works reveal a pattern of form making and subconscious tactile
memory that permeates the projects and defines our collaborative interactions with other
personalities and disciplines.

interior design 2000

larry seow
singapore

ss&b (studio sputnik & baul) was co-founded by Larry Seow and Gwen Tan, as an interdisciplinary collaborative unit in 2003.
The studio has published photography note cards, a series of bags for the display at the Reeds Space New York. They were the
designers of ladies clothing labels ‘larrygwen’ and ‘sketch’ and have undertaken commissions to design numerous residential
and commercial works. Completed projects include the Republic of Singapore Navy Tuas Maintenance Base, bridal and fashion
spaces in Singapore’s main shopping district and an upscale Chinese bookstore and exhibition space for the LaSalle College of
the Arts.

Belum Rainforest Resort is located on Pulau Banding, an island on Tasik Temenggor. To the north
is the Royal Belum Forest which is one hundred and thirty million years old and to the south
is the hydro-electric Temenggor Dam. Being located at an environmentally sensitive area, the
resort was conceived as a sustainable development with the aim of providing convenience as
well as an educational experience of nature and green issues.
The resort is a combination of new buildings and renovated elements. What emerged was a
series of structures and building details developed with an underlying theme of recycling,
sustainability & energy efficiency. Some of these details include feature ‘huruhara’ walls
constructed out of recycled bricks salvaged from existing buildings on site, ‘sapling’ screens
harvested from fast growing sustainable local timbers, a ‘safari roof’ using a ventilated air-gap
as a natural insulating layer and heat recovery systems for hot-water from a/c units.
A tropical architecture of deep roof eaves and fenestrations which encouraged natural
ventilation was developed. Woven into the fabric of the site was a landscaping scheme planted
with indigenous trees and plants, to educate as well as to encourage the local flora and fauna
to make their home and a series of water features which provide areas for rest, reflection and
nature appreciation.
C’arch architecture + design was founded in 1992. The core of the firm is rooted in modern architecture and applying
sustainable principles. To achieve meaningful and quality work we believe in the importance of discovering the essence of a
project. This will inspire and organize the functions of a design brief. We understand the significance of being able to identify,
understand and apply the many wishes and concerns that are woven into the tapestry of a specific design brief to achieve
reasonable results and standard of work.
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lina ooi

kuala lumpur, malaysia

Lucy McRae works in Amsterdam straddling the world’s of fashion, technology and the body
within the commercial and art world. Lucy works in primitive and instinctual ways exploring
ways of re-shaping the perception of the human body and its relationship to its environment.
Her work for the Phillips Probes program has involved looking twenty years into the future
and trying to understand what our lifestyles may be like. The Probes program is a team of
experts from design, anthropology, sociology and psychology who generate a vision for the
next generation of interactive and sensitive technologies. Scanning popular culture and
identifying trends before they hit the mainstream, the Probes team produce concepts for
future integrations of technology with culture.
Where the Phillips Probes work explores the idea of a second skin, Lucy&Bart seek to
create a mutant skin. Lucy&Bart’s work is a reflection on society and current technologies,
where the evolution of the body and perception of beauty is seen to shift as a result of
developing technologies. They work in a primitive and limitless way creating fashion based
images of future human shapes through the invention of low-tech prosthetic techniques for
human enhancement.

Since graduating Lucy McCrae has worked for small-scale architecture practice in London doing experimental retail spaces and
started a fashion label called Space Is for the Body. For the last four years she has worked in the Probes Programme at Philips
Design. Concurrently she established Lucy&Bart, a collaborative art practice with Bart Hess which is described as an instinctual
stalking of fashion, architecture, performance and the body.

interior design 2000

lucy mcrae

amsterdam, netherlands

I have been very fortunate to be able to unite both of my passions into my creative work. When
I undertook Oceanography (UERJ) in Brazil, as my first undergraduate studies, I had no idea that
later on I would merge my sustainable views into the realm of art & fashion.
My awareness was raised even more dramatically when I returned to Bali last year with the
intent to bring a more conceptual and exploratory way of working to the island. I noticed that
sustainable solutions for waste management are still in their baby steps and the ocean is
dramatically affected by it. I felt that was a need to take a serious approach to every creation of
mine, as the choices we make affects the whole.
Natural fabrics, sustainable cutting, recycled materials are part of my entourage. Technically
I work mainly on the development of ideas in three dimensions, as tailoring and draping have
become a familiar language for me to use creatively. In this technique I interpret the body not
only as a space to be explored, but also as the garment of the soul.

fashion design 2006

marcia cilento
bali, indonesia

The MLR lake house is situated near the new international airport on an outer ring suburb
of Bangkok, on a site of 112,000sq.m., of which eighty percent is a lake. The client had three
requirements for his retirement home, it had to be a glass house with a maximum view of the
lake, it had to be a house with eaves and it had to be a house from which the curved shoreline
of the lake would be appreciated.
The essence of our studies in mobilizing the project drew on the precedents of a ‘glass house’
in which a living space is caught between two identical planes. Through pushing and pulling
surfaces between these two planes, terraces and eave space are gained, interior volumes are
shaped and internal programs are engaged with accordingly. These terraces and interiors are
formed through a continuous curve which becomes a room on the west end of the building.
Though the entire surface is glass, thus making the house transparent, there are two solid tubes
located in the heart of the house demarcating programs and finding privacy for inhabitants.
Living off the ground, adjustable screens and an internal court are devices employed to enhance
living condition in a tropical dwelling by the lake.

Established in 2002, wd is a design oriented practice and has completed a range of mostly residential projects. Our skill base
includes urban design, architecture and interior design. The work of wd responds to client needs and issues of site through an
engagement with a modernist vernacular which employs a combination of rigorous geometric and structural considerations.
We challenge traditional concepts of design and intend to cross artificial boundaries of design convention. Though we provoke
a new set of investigations and challenges in each project, it is our intention for the practice to be consistent in expressing the
richness of local materials and the craft practices inherent to our native Thailand.
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milk + oate
bangkok, thailand

Nic Wong takes the basic shirt block and improvises it in intelligently modern ways with
contemporary shirt dresses and effortlessly androgynous separates, all inspired and
developed from the humble shirt.
Finding inspiration from neat and structured lines of the city skyline, the familiar shirt is
twisted and manipulated to lighten up the sobriety and strict code of styling. Lower hemlines,
asymmetrical collars, and subtly sexy keyhole openings creep their way in to find their snug
and comfortable settings on the standard shirt, creating an unconventional sight of clever ideas
and distinct style. Baggy pants and boy shorts are playfully hemmed up, breathing through light
parka jackets, worn loose and buckled up with slim belts, securing the confidence while soaring
at heights, yet enjoying every sight and scene. Collar up and button down with layers of
lightweight shirts in preppy vests, glitter-littered lines and reflective polyester. The classic grey
scale palette shimmers for a splendid time ahead.
Wake up to a blissful beautiful morning of cerulean skies, notes of fresh cut grass in the dewy
air, the warmth of the gentle sunshine, dressed lazily in not much else, but your favourite old
shirt. This collection is about embracing confidence and going to dignified places with total
ease.
In 2001, Nic Wong bagged the Atelier East Design Excellence Award for Fashion Design and scored a scholarship to pursue his
studies in Fashion Design with Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT). Upon graduation, Nic emerged winner of the
Mercedes Benz Asia Fashion Award (Singapore) in 2004. Having pursued his studies and dabbling in various design industries
such as graphic and interior design, Nic has developed design sensibilities with the juxtaposition between contrasting elements
flaunted on a highly accessible monochromatic palette augmented with bold and vibrant hues.
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nicholas wong
singapore

Seeing the art of cooking through the eye of an industrial designer inspired me to create Bollu.
The development of this furniture design was like bringing the culinary process into an
industrial site, as the initial idea for the piece came from observing the making of a Swiss roll.
In the Bollu piece the plywood came as a flat piece, layered with rock maple veneer which was
then formed, cut to the desired shape and glazed with a polyurethane finish. Ultimately the
Bollu is open for interpretation, it can be a sculptural piece, a stool, a rocker or a cradle
depending on its user.
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patricia
soewondo
jakarta, indonesia

Upon graduation Patricia Pamela Soewondo was invited by Melbourne Movement to exhibit her final year project , Bollu, in the
Milan Salone Satellite and Tokyo Design Week exhibitions in 2004. After returning to Indonesia that same year, she has as been
employed as a graphic designer and furniture merchandiser in a buying agency where she is actively involved in the product
development and the production process. Working in a commercially creative environment, has allowed her to explore a variety
of different types of materials and production methods in achieving design objectives. In this role she works like a ‘magpie’,
collecting ideas and identifying trends and shaping them into to exclusive furniture items of specific customers.

In the Toy Factory Loft Apartment, additions to the fifteen hundred square foot loft residence
in the former TOY Factory in downtown Los Angeles provided the client, a young filmmaker,
with work and living spaces. Two enclosures constructed from MDF, Thermoclear, laminated
plywood and aluminum were manually fabricated and erected on site from a set of over two
hundred and fifty unique templates. Domus (Russia) and the organizational committee of the
international architectural contest ARCHIP-2009 named the project the winner of the
ARCHIP-2009 Interior/Innovations award.
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peter zellner
los angeles, california
Peter Zellner is an architect, author and educator. He coordinates the Future Initiatives and Cultural Studies programs at SCI-Arc.
He received a Bachelor of Architecture from with First Class Honors from the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology in
1993 in Australia, where he also coordinated first year Interior Design studios between 1994-1997. He holds a Master in
Architecture from Harvard University (1999). At the Harvard GSD, he was a participant in the Harvard Project on the City led
by Rem Koolhaas. Peter is the author of publications including Hybrid Space (Thames & Hudson, 2000) and the curator of
exhibitions such as Sign as Surface (Artists Space, 2003). Recent writings have appeared in journals such as Archis, A+U, Domus,
Harvard Design Magazine and LOG. He has held Visiting Professorships in Architecture at UC Berkley, FIU and USC.

The design for the NRN CITY, Housing project explored the potential of high rise urban living
with modern facilities and amenities under one roof. The building of both the residential and
the commercial sections responded to the need of an environmentally sustainable design. The
five parameters guiding the design construction were: sustainability of site and the response to
the surrounding environment; water efficiency; energy and atmosphere; material and resources
and indoor air quality.
The focus of the planning was on the maximization of direct sunlight and ventilation. The
placement of the residential towers in a linear fashion along the northern boundary and the
communal space on the south, gave the opportunity to provide each unit with southern
sunlight and a scenic view of the Himalayas and the mountains in the north. Trees and plants
were inserted in the building envelope to improve the air quality of the commercial as well as
residential spaces. Several layers of fins were introduced in the residential towers to act as a
sun shade device in the summer. A series of planting strips were introduced along these strips
to create vertical landscape. The vertical landscape wall is also used to purify grey water.
The horizontal and vertical design elements in the form of living walls, roof gardens and
interior garden have been incorporated to improve the interior environment.

After graduating, Sanjay worked for at William Lim Associates in Singapore for four years. He then moved back home to
Katmandu Nepal and established Outré Design in November 2003. The firm concentrates on bringing out change in the
rather conservative society of Nepal by introducing modern concepts both in terms of planning and architectural expression.
Simplicity, transparency and clean design and a desire to incorporate sustainable design solutions distinguishes the
firm’s designs.
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sanjay lal shestra
katmandu, nepal

The strategy behind the NATIONAL ART GALLERY OF SINGAPORE was to seek an optimal and
sustainable solution of adaptive reuse, a process of finding new life and meaning for the former
Supreme Court and City Hall by accepting and preserving their strong physical presence and to
augment them with careful insertions within the void spaces of the existing structures. The void
between the two monuments was mediated by a new Entrance Portal and reflecting pool that
serve as a beacon and connector, integrating the two buildings into a single art campus.
The open ends, translucent side walls, and louvered roof infuse the stately space with natural
light and ventilation, making a natural extension of the street into the museum, and the
museum into the street –a new environment for possible art display. The Portal retains the
interstitial quality of the original space and serves as an anti-thesis to the weighty classicism of
the existing buildings.
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steven lim
singapore
Steven Lim is an Associate working for CSYA in Singapore. The firms commitment towards good architecture and design
excellence- working closely together with a team of like-minded young architects and designers to pursue design innovation,
search of new ideas and sourceof inspiration. The practice believes that architecture is a creative endeavour based on
pragmatic and rational guiding principles, in a modern contemporary direction that merges climate, culture, technology and
sustainability in its consideration.

Ver-TEX Design’s built projects include Jung Event Hall, L’espace, Steel Bar, the West
Wood Office, Yukino Sushi, Showroom and Messe Parasuco. The projects shown here are
Yoga Studio Ever, Incheon English Village, the SKK Library and the Gojiam house. Currently
the studio is exploring ways of overcoming the limitations of high-rise buildings
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taeksoo kim
seoul, korea

Kim Taek Soo was a former producer of dramas and movies, who studied Interior Design at RMIT
and Architecture at SCI-Arc. He has been deeply influenced by Tom Kovac and Michele Saee while
studying and working in their studios. He has been leading Ver-TEX Design in Korea for seven years,
with a team who has worked together consistently and successfully over that period.

Tiarma Sirait is an Indonesian based fashion artist who started her own private studio
for fashion and design, Poleng Studio, in 1997. She is not fearful about presenting visually
provocative and thought provoking installations, performances, textiles and fashions that
question all the conventional wisdoms both of the East and West.
Tiarma shows her exploration of her free spirit in her painting. She uses fashion in painting
as a medium to express the journey of her performances. Through her bold conceptual
approaches to art, fashion design and pop culture, she has explored themes such as love
and lust, foreign influences on Indonesian culture and mass consumerism.
Her art intends to convey hyper reality in a contemporary context. Most recently she has
employed pink plastics and synthetic fur to highlight the fickleness, volatility and falsehood
that permeate our dearly held beliefs, influences and lifestyles. The use of pink in her artworks,
intends to give an eccentric sensation to her creations, the colour is used to express the girly,
kitsch and synthetic. She has worked with pink since the beginning of her career as a fashion
artist and it has become her signature to use this brilliant colour in her artwork.

Tiarma Sirait was educated in the Bandung Institute of Technology (ITB), Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT) and
the University of Borås, Sweden (Master in Fashion & Textile Design). She has exhibited extensively throughout Indonesia, the
UK, France, Japan, Sweden, Germany, Poland, Australia, China, Canada, Cuba and Malaysia, among others. Her recent paintings
have featured in exhibitions in Jakarta (Galeri Nasional) and have been chosen for the permanent collection of the Olympic Fine
Arts Museum, China. Tiarma sees her key role in the facilitation of fashion at Poleng Studio as a medium for expression and
communication through various exhibitions, lectures, writing, performances and forums.
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tiarma sirait
bandung, indonesia

Md.Ma design consultants was founded by Tsok Wui Chong as a workshop to experiment and
test out the design theory and proposals that were rejected or thrown out by the company he
was working with at the time. Through out the years more and more rejected design theories
were accumulated until eventually a number of houses were constructed based on these
recycled theories. Md.Ma design consultants believe that no ideas are too ridiculous or not
workable, and that good designs can derive from ‘bad’ ideas.
Recent projects include: a three-storey single unit of semi-detached dwelling house with a
swimming pool and lift at 35 Princess of Wales Road; a two-storey single detached dwelling
house with a swimming pool, basement and attic at 4 Kheam Hoc Road and the erection of
eight units of three storey town house with a swimming pool on the second floor at 6, 8 & 10
Meng Suan Road.
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tsok wui chong
singapore

Yustina’s designs reflect an adventurous yet refined aesthetic that is unique,
playful and full of character. The Penne Stool encourages interaction between the
user and the stool, through movement and deflection. Penne is made from a Corian
base and sixty one pieces of vinyl dipped neoprene tubes which provide flexible
support and which, when the stool is no longer in use, revert back to their original
form.
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yustina
soebiantoro
singapore
Yustina Soebiantoro graduated in from the Industrial Design program, at RMIT in 2007.
In her final year, she had the chance to produce a piece that was succesfully exhibited in
Salone Satellite in Milan, Italy in 2008. Designing soft goods has always been her interest,
and so, she is now has settled down in Singapore and working full time as an industrial
designer for a sporting goods company.

Cush.Cush’s strength lies in our broad understanding of Asian cultures and western design
philosophies. We specialises in custom making unique interior design feature pieces that utilise
a range rare materials that are native to Bali, working to the designer’s brief, or designing a
specific range for a specific project.
Our creations are made from natural materials and are put together using age old techniques
and craftsmanship within a modern design aesthetic and sensibilities. The materials that the
Cush.Cush craftspeople fashion include Buffalo bone, Suar wood, Midnight black terrazzo with
shell chips, Tamarind wood, Coconut, Cinnamon and Mother of Pearl.
The natural materials are carefully selected, processed, crafted, and re-presented, revealing
their inherent beauty and essence so that they heighten the experiential quality of the human
senses. Be it rare inlay materials, custom furniture, accessories, decorative lighting, artworks or
objects, we strive to evoke a connection with the natural world, our culture, memories and past
encounters.
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cush.cush
suriawati qiu + jindee chua

denpasar, bali
Cush.Cush started in 2002 from the idea of making unique things with unique materials. Having worked in design based
architectural and design firms in Australia, Singapore and Malaysia, Suriawati and Jindee, the founding partners of Cush.Cush
moved to Bali to start their journey of learning and exploring a variety of traditional crafts, techniques and the abundance
of indigenous natural materials in order to create things that are close to their hearts. Their clients include the Four Seasons
Hotels & Resorts, W Retreat Maldives, Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group, The Leela Palaces Hotels & Resorts and InterContinental
Hotels & Resorts.

In the ‘Nomad’ series, Djurdjica Kesic developed her ongoing interest in home, place and
migration. In this work the house becomes a symbol of something that evokes a sense of place
and stability. More specifically these ideas are explored in relation to the migrant experience
that is in many ways shaped by transition and movement. The two conditions of house and
migration, appear to be in a dichotomy, of something fixed and something in motion. ‘Nomad’
explores these ideas through a series of neckpieces made from an armful of preloved
belongings which included a lamp, picture frames, a pillowcase and a jewellery box.
In the ‘Transitions’ series the starting point was an old, reclaimed chair. Admired for its function,
form and materiality it was transformed it into a number of jewellery pieces through a series
of interventions, In this work, Djurdjica looked at the idea of transience on a number of levels.
Transition occurs: from one form to another, from one function to another, from one context
to another. Through the process of creating a series of jewellery pieces from this object/chair
yet another transition occurred: the chair that once housed the body ended up being housed
(worn) by the body itself.
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djurdjica kesic
melbourne, australia

Djurdjica Kesic completed a Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Interior Design at RMIT University Melbourne in 1999 and has taught
there for several years. A strong drive to create tangible objects has seen her develop a passion for jewellery, and in 2007 she
completed an Advanced Diploma of Engineering Technology and Metalsmithing (Jewellery), Box Hill Institute. The same year
saw her selected and exhibited as part of the Filippo Raphael Fresh Award at Craft Victoria where she was a finalist. Djurdjica
Kesic is represented by Pieces of Eight Gallery, Melbourne, Australia.

